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Studying abroad is exciting, but it can also be intimidating and challenging,
especially if this is your first time. You will be leaving the comfort of your home and live in
a foreign country. It means you may need to cook your own meals and do your own
laundry. You will also have to leave some of your friends at home and learn to make new
ones in a new environment. While exciting, there will be many sacrifices in the pursuit of
your academic dream.

Study abroad is also a significant financial investment for many. The cost can be as high
as a few hundred thousand dollars when we add up the tuition fee, living cost, and
incidental expenses. An undergraduate degree usually will take three to four years.
Though it may not be apparent, at the age of 18 or 20 years old, that represents
almost one-fifth (20%) of your life, and time is our most precious asset.

“Opportunity is a haughty goddess who wastes no 
time with those who are unprepared.”

- The Richest Man in Babylon by George S. Clason
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So, before you take on such a big step, shouldn’t 
you ask what you will get in return? (i.e., what is 
your ROI?) ROI (Return on Investment) measures 
the gain or loss generated on an investment 
relative to the amount of money (resources) 
invested.

Once you have decided to study abroad and now
that you understand the concept of ROI, you must
ask yourself how you can maximize your return?

Preparation is key, and it starts with reading this article. Making the best out of your time
in your new country should be your ultimate goal!

We hope what we share here will help you in your preparation. Make the most out of your
study abroad, and it will be one of the most fascinating and enlightening experiences you
may get in your life!
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You will miss home
This psychological aspect is often overlooked. Studying abroad can be a

jarring experience as you are thrust into the unknown. Be prepared to

miss your family, your friends, your familiar places, the foods you love,

etc. Remember to keep in contact with those from home through social

media and video messaging tools. It also helps to bring some food or

ingredients from your home so that you can prepare a meal for yourself

should you ever feel like it. Alternatively identify where you can source

them in your new place when you settle down. Always remember why

you are there; your purpose will help to keep you going when you have

the blues.

Research where you’re going
It’s wise to get a lay of the land. Look up your target country’s people

and their cultural norms; these should help give you a feel for your new

home away from home. Look for cultural similarities, or common social

faux pas and how to circumvent them. Research the area around your

place of study, find out about its history will help you discover what you

can learn in addition to your academic subjects. Doing so may also help

you find your favorite hang-out spots. The feeling of belonging to the

new community will give you a confidence boost.

Learning the language
Besides having a good command of the teaching language, which will

help your academic performance, practicing the native language can be

a plus. It will not only help you communicate better with the locals from

all walks of life; it will also make a good impression. Human beings

subconsciously associate people by “in-groups” and “out-groups,” and

one of the criteria may include fluency in their language or

understanding their slang. It will be easier to socialize and establish

rapport when there is a common medium to communicate. Remember,

in your study abroad adventure, your learning outside the classroom can

be very enriching too.
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Remember your roots
It is important to value your roots because being aware of who you are
is a process of growing into who you shall be. In human connection, it is
only interesting when we can learn something from one another. While
you explore your new country, you might be surprised how many people
might be interested in your home country too. Going abroad does not
mean you should give up and forget about your own cultural identity.
Retaining your cultural blueprint is perfectly fine, as long as you take an
interest in learning and respecting others’ cultures. Know your home
country well so that you can share your experiences and knowledge with
your newfound friends. You can be the popular “go-to” person, an
ambassador for your home country.

Stay open and adaptable
You may enter a situation that inadvertently reveals an inherent bias, or
incorrect information from your research. Your peers may turn out to
be very different from what you initially expected, but you can still be
friends and learn new things from them. So long as you keep an open
mind to possibilities and adapt to changing circumstances, you may find
yourself learning in ways you had not anticipated before. Dealing with
newfound uncertainty is a part of your learning experience, which you
can only accomplish by going through the situation yourself.

Be humble
Studying abroad can make you feel like a fish out of water. You
won’t get everything right the first time, but that is precisely how
you can learn and develop yourself. Acknowledge that you can
and will make mistakes, for that is the mindset to absorb as many
lessons as we can. Remain aware of your strengths and stay open
to areas of improvement. Be willing to learn from your peers and
your mistakes. Harnessing both will expand your horizon and
allow you to grow as much as you can.
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Your +1 Bonus:
Leverage your home networks
Try to find others from your home country who have already been to

your place of study. Get in touch with them and ask for advice. Their

experience will give you an insight into what to expect and help you

prepare for your journey. With luck, you will make new friends, and

perhaps even gain a mentor or two. These people can assist you in

your studies, help you manage your homesickness, and integrate into

the new environment.

Find an outlet to destress
It can be challenging to study in this new phase of your life, let alone

process your experiences in a foreign place. Without the comforts of

home or familiarity of family and friends, you will likely have to shoulder

a lot of stress on your own. Learn to take care of your mental and

emotional well-being; find a healthy method of relaxation such as taking

a walk, reading a book, or playing music in a band. Share your worries

and troubles with your close friends. A good support structure will do

wonders for your state of mind in the long run.

Are you ready 
for your next 

adventure?
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Your ultimate goal is to make the best out of your time in your new
adventure. With that in mind, seek to harness your study abroad experience as much as
you can. It will be a period that you can look back fondly upon as a time where you went
far beyond your comfort zone, and became stronger through your experiences. You will
emerge with increasingly interesting networks, greater resilience, and a heightened
understanding of the world and yourself.

We hope you find the tips shared helpful for your preparation. To see how CQ can
complement your journey, please also refer to the following TCG’s white paper:
Five easy tips for developing and improving your Cultural Intelligence (CQ).

“One’s destination is not a place, but a new way of 
seeing things.”

- Henry Miller

May your journey be rich, meaningful, and enjoyable. 

TRANSCultural Group (TCG) is a premier consulting firm that provides high-quality learning
programs, including workshops and customized cultural experiences to those in search of
traditions, values, and excellence. The company is founded to provide an exclusive and
unparalleled learning environment for the development of refined and thoughtful leaders
worldwide, beyond time, space, and cultural boundaries.

Through comprehensive coaching and grooming programs, TCG bridges the cultures of the East
and West, and provides an unforgettable, treasured experience that lasts a lifetime.
At TCG, we believe our success is based on the client’s success. Find out more about us at
http://www.transculturalgroup.com

Crossing Cultures – Beyond Boundaries
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We develop global talent and help you to be future-ready in this 
ever-connected world. Whilst taking pride in our own identity, we 

embrace others’ to enrich our lives!


